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POWER TRANSMISSION SYSTEM AND VEHICLE COMPRISING THE SAME

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority to and benefits of Chinese Patent Applications Nos.

201410459644.7 and 201420520718.9, both filed with the State Intellectual Property Office of P.

R. China on September 10, 2014. The entire content of the above- identified applications is

incorporated herein by reference.

FIELD

[0002] Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to vehicles, and more particularly to a

power transmission system for a vehicle, and a vehicle including the power transmission system.

BACKGROUND

[0003] To reduce energy consumption, the development and utilization of energy- efficient

vehicles have become a trend. As an energy-efficient vehicle, a hybrid vehicle is driven by at least

one of an international combustion engine and a motor and has various operation modes, and

consequently may operate with improved transmission efficiency and fuel efficiency.

[0004] However, in the related art, the power transmission system in the hybrid vehicle is

generally complex in structure, provides fewer transmission modes, and is low in transmission

efficiency. Besides, for most hybrid vehicles, the charging process is always carried out during the

running of the vehicle. Therefore, a conventional hybrid vehicle has relatively fewer charging

modes and charging passage, and lower charging efficiency.

SUMMARY

[0005] Embodiments of the present disclosure seek to solve at least one of the problems

existing in the prior art to at least some extent.

[0006] Embodiments of a broad aspect of the present disclosure provide a power

transmission system for a vehicle. The power transmission system for a vehicle according to

embodiments of the present disclosure includes: an engine; a plurality of input shafts, at least one

of the input shafts being configured to selectively engage with the engine, each of the input shafts

being provided with a shift driving gear thereon; a plurality of output shafts, each of the output



shafts being provided with a shift driven gear configured to mesh with a corresponding shift

driving gear; a transmission gear provided on one of the output shafts; a motor power shaft; first

and second motor gears fitted over the motor power shaft; a motor synchronizer disposed on the

motor power shaft and between the first and second motor gears; a reverse gear fitted over the

motor power shaft; a middle idler configured to mesh with the shift driving gear provided on one

of the input shafts; a reverse idler gear configured to mesh with the reverse gear and to selectively

rotate together with the middle idler, wherein the first motor gear is configured to mesh with the

middle idler and the second motor gear is configured to mesh with the transmission gear; and a

first motor generator configured to rotate together with the motor power shaft.

[0007] Embodiments of another broad aspect of the present disclosure provide a vehicle. The

vehicle according to embodiments of the present disclosure includes the above- identified power

transmission system for a vehicle.

[0008] With the power transmission system and the vehicle according to embodiments of the

present disclosure, the transmission modes are increased, and various conditions, such as charging

the vehicle while parking or charging the vehicle while driving, may be accomplished.

[0009] Additional aspects and advantages of embodiments of present disclosure will be

given in part in the following descriptions, become apparent in part from the following

descriptions, or be learned from the practice of the embodiments of the present disclosure.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] These and other aspects and advantages of embodiments of the present disclosure

will become apparent and more readily appreciated from the following descriptions made with

reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

[0011] Fig. 1 is a schematic view of an exemplary transmission unit of a power transmission

system according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

[0012] Fig. 2 is a schematic view of an exemplary power transmission system according to

an embodiment of the present disclosure;

[0013] Fig. 3 is a schematic view of an exemplary power transmission system according to

an embodiment of the present disclosure;

[0014] Fig. 4 is a schematic view of an exemplary power transmission system according to

an embodiment of the present disclosure;



[0015] Fig. 5 is a schematic view of an exemplary power transmission system according to

an embodiment of the present disclosure;

[0016] Fig. 6 is a schematic view of an exemplary power transmission system according to

an embodiment of the present disclosure;

[0017] Fig. 7 is a schematic view of an exemplary power transmission system according to

an embodiment of the present disclosure;

[0018] Fig. 8 is a schematic view of an exemplary power transmission system according to

an embodiment of the present disclosure;

[0019] Fig. 9 is a schematic view of an exemplary power transmission system according to

an embodiment of the present disclosure;

[0020] Fig. 10 is a schematic view of an exemplary power transmission system according to

an embodiment of the present disclosure;

[0021] Fig. 11 is a schematic view of an exemplary power transmission system according to

an embodiment of the present disclosure; and

[0022] Fig. 12 is a schematic view of an exemplary power transmission system according to

an embodiment of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0023] Reference will be made in detail to embodiments of the present disclosure. The

embodiments described herein with reference to drawings are explanatory, illustrative, and used to

generally understand the present disclosure. The embodiments shall not be construed to limit the

present disclosure. The same or similar elements and the elements having same or similar

functions are denoted by like reference numerals throughout the descriptions.

[0024] In the specification, it should be understood that, the terms such as "central",

"longitudinal", "lateral", "width", "thickness", "above", "below", "front", "rear", "right", "left",

"vertical", "horizontal", "top", "bottom", "inner", "outer", "clockwise", "counter-clockwise"

should be construed to refer to the orientation as then described or as shown in the drawings.

These terms are merely for convenience and concision of description and do not alone indicate or

imply that the device or element referred to must have a particular orientation. Thus, it cannot be

understood to limit the present disclosure.

[0025] In addition, terms such as "first" and "second" are used herein for purposes of



description and are not intended to indicate or imply relative importance or significance or

impliedly indicate quantity of the technical feature referred to. Thus, the feature defined with

"first" and "second" may comprise one or more this feature. In the description of the present

disclosure, "a plurality of means two or more than two this features, unless specified otherwise.

[0026] In the present invention, unless specified or limited otherwise, the terms "mounted,"

"connected," "coupled," "fixed" and the like are used broadly, and may be, for example, fixed

connections, detachable connections, or integral connections; may also be mechanical or electrical

connections; may also be direct connections or indirect connections via intervening structures;

may also be inner communications of two elements, which can be understood b y those skilled in

the art according to specific situations.

[0027] In the present invention, unless specified or limited otherwise, a structure in which a

first feature is "on" or "below" a second feature may include an embodiment in which the first

feature is in direct contact with the second feature, and may also include an embodiment in which

the first feature and the second feature are not in direct contact with each other, but are contacted

via an additional feature formed therebetween. Furthermore, a first feature "on," "above," or "on

top of a second feature may include an embodiment in which the first feature is right or obliquely

"on," "above," or "on top of the second feature, or just means that the first feature is at a height

higher than that of the second feature; while a first feature "below," "under," or "on bottom of a

second feature may include an embodiment in which the first feature is right or obliquely "below,"

"under," or "on bottom of the second feature, or just means that the first feature is at a height

lower than that of the second feature.

[0028] A power transmission system according to embodiments of the present disclosure

may be described below with reference to Figs. 1-12. The power transmission system according to

embodiments of the present disclosure may be used in vehicles such as hybrid vehicles as a power

system, which may provide sufficient power and electric power for driving the vehicle.

[0029] In some embodiments, as shown in Fig. 2, a power transmission system 100 may

generally include a power unit and a transmission. The power unit may include an engine 4 , a

motor generator, and so on. In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the transmission unit

may transmit power output from the power unit, thus driving or charging the vehicle.

[0030] In some embodiments, a s shown in Figs. 2-12, the power transmission system 100

may include at least an engine 4, a first motor generator 51, and a transmission unit.



[0031] In some embodiments, as shown in, for example, Fig. 1, the transmission unit

includes a plurality of input shafts (e.g. a first input shaft 11, a second input shaft 12), a plurality o f

output shafts (e.g. a first output shaft 21, a second output shaft 22), a motor power shaft 3, a

plurality of gears provided on related shafts (such as the input shaft, the output shaft, and the

motor power shaft), and a gear shift member such as a synchronizer.

[0032] In some embodiments, the engine 4 is configured to selectively engage with at least

one of the input shafts, when the engine 4 performs power transmission with the input shaft(s). For

example, when the engine 4 is transmitting power to the input shaft, the engine 4 may selectively

engage with one of the input shafts so as to transmit power. In some embodiments, the engine 4

may be selectively engage with two or more of the input shafts simultaneously so as to transmit

power.

[0033] In some embodiments, as shown in, for example, Figs. 1-12, the plurality of input

shafts include a first input shaft 11 and a second input shaft 12. The engine 4 may selectively

engage with one of the first and second input shafts 11, 12 so as to transmit power. In some

embodiments, the engine 4 may engage with the first and second input shafts 11, 12

simultaneously so as to transmit power. It should be noted that, in the present embodiment, the

engine 4 may be disengaged from the first and second input shafts 11, 12 simultaneously.

[0034] It is known to a person skilled in the art that the engagement between the engine 4

and the input shaft(s) is related to specific conditions of the power transmission system 100. The

engagement between the engine 4 and the input shaft(s) will be described below in detail with

reference to detailed embodiments.

[0035] In some embodiments, the power transmission between the input shaft(s) and the

output shaft(s) is achieved by shaft gear pairs. For example, each of the input shafts has a shaft

driving gear provided there on, each of the output shafts has a shaft driven gear provided thereon,

so that a plurality of gear pairs with different velocity ratio are formed by meshes of corresponding

shaft driving gears and shaft driven gears.

[0036] In some embodiments, the transmission unit may have five gear transmission types,

e. the transmission unit may include a first- gear gear pair, a second-gear gear pair, a third- gear

gear pair, a fourth- gear gear pair and a fifth- gear gear pair. There are no particular limits in the

present disclosure, a person skilled in the art may increase or reduce the number of gear pairs

accordingly based on transmission requirements, and the transmission unit may not be limited to



the five gear transmission type as disclosed in the present embodiment.

[0037] In some embodiments, as shown in, for example, Figs. 1-12, the motor power shaft 3

is configured to rotate together with one of the input shafts, such as the second input shaft 12. In

some embodiments, when power (such as power transmitted to an input shaft from the engine 4)

needs to be transmitted to the motor power shaft 3, the motor power shaft 3 can rotate together

with the input shaft while receiving the power. In some embodiments, when power (such as power

transmitted to the motor power shaft 3 from a first motor generator 51) needs to be transmitted to

an input shaft, this input shaft can rotate together with the motor power shaft 3 while receiving

power.

[0038] According to embodiments of the present disclosure, the input shaft(s) may rotate

together with the motor power shaft 3 when the vehicle including the power transmission system

100 is in some specific conditions (will be discussed below with reference to detailed

embodiments) in which power needs to be transmitted between the motor power shaft 3 and the

input shaft(s).

[0039] In the specification of the present disclosure, the expression "rotate together with"

means that related components (such as two components) may rotate together. In an embodiment

that one component rotates together with the other one component, when the one component

rotates, the other one component rotates together.

[0040] In some embodiments that a gear rotates together with a shaft, when the gear rotates,

the relative shaft rotates together; alternatively, when the shaft rotates, the relative gear rotates

together.

[0041] In some embodiments that one shaft rotates together with the other one shaft, when

the one shaft rotates, the other one shaft rotates together.

[0042] In some embodiments that one gear rotate together with the other one gear, when the

one gear rotates, the other one gear rotates together.

[0043] In the following description, the expression "rotate together with" may be understood

as described above, unless specified or limited otherwise.

[0044] In some embodiments, the first motor generator 5 1 may be configured to rotate

together with the motor power shaft 3 . For example, when functioning as a motor, the first motor

generator 5 1 outputs the power to the motor power shaft 3 . In some embodiments, when

functioning as a generator, power form the motor power shaft 3 may be transmitted to the first



motor generator 51, thereby driving the first motor generator 5 1 to generate electric power.

[0045] In the specification of the present disclosure, a motor generator (such as the first

motor generator 51) may be understood as an apparatus which can function as a motor and a

generator, unless specified or limited otherwise.

[0046] In some embodiments, the motor power shaft 3 may rotate together with one of the

input shafts. In some embodiments, when the motor power shaft 3 is rotating corresponding to the

one of the input shafts, the first motor generator 5 1 may use at least a part of power output by the

engine 4 so as to generate electric power when the vehicle is parking or running.

[0047] In some embodiments, when the vehicle is in a running state and the motor power

shaft 3 is rotating together with one of the input shafts, a part of power output by the engine 4 may

be transmitted to the first motor generator 5 1 via the motor power shaft 3 such that the first motor

generator 5 1 is driven to generate electric power, thus accomplish a condition of charging the

vehicle battery while driving the vehicle. In some embodiments, when the vehicle is in a parking

state (e.g., the vehicle stops running but the engine is still working) and the motor power shaft 3 is

moving corresponding to one of the input shafts, a part of power output by the engine 4 may be

transmitted to the first motor generator 5 1 via the motor power shaft 3 such that the first motor

generator 5 1 is driven to generate electric power, thus accomplish a condition of charging the

vehicle while parking (such as charging the vehicle while the vehicle is not running).

[0048] In some embodiments, the motor power shaft 3 is configured to rotate together with

one of the output shafts, such as the second output shaft 22. For example, when power from the

motor power shaft 3 needs to be transmitted to the one output shaft, the motor power shaft 3 may

rotate together with this output shaft so as to transmit power. In some embodiments, when the

motor power shaft 3 rotates together with one of the output shafts, the first motor generator 5 1 may

generate power and transmit the power to the one output shaft, thereby driving the vehicle to run.

In some embodiments, when the motor power shaft 3 rotates together with one output shaft, the

first motor generator 51 may output power as a motor so as to drive the vehicle to run.

[0049] In some embodiments, the motor power shaft 3 may be a motor shaft of the first

motor generator 51. In some embodiments, the motor power shaft 3 may be a shaft different from

the motor shaft of the first motor generator 51.

[0050] With the power transmission system 100 according to embodiments of the present

disclosure, the number of charging modes of the vehicle can be increased. For example, the



charging of a vehicle battery can take place either when the vehicle is running or when the vehicle

is parked. Therefore, different charging modes can be provided, and charging efficiency can be

improved.

[0051] The detailed configuration of the transmission unit may be described in detail below

with reference to detailed embodiments as shown in Figs. 1-12.

[0052] As shown in, for example, Fig. 1, a motor synchronizer 33c is coupled with the motor

power shaft 3, a first motor gear 3 1 and a second motor gear 32. In some embodiments, the first

motor gear 3 1 and the second motor gear 32 may both fitted over the motor power shaft 3 . The

motor power shaft 3 and the first motor gear 3 1 may rotate at different rotating speeds, and the

motor power shaft 3 and the second motor gear 32 may rotate at different rotating speeds.

[0053] In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 1-12, the first motor gear 3 1 is configured to

rotate together with one of the input shafts, and the second motor gear 32 is configured to rotate

together with one of the output shafts. In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 1-12, the first

motor gear 3 1 is configured to rotate together with the second input shaft 12, and the second motor

gear 32 is configured to rotate together with the second output shaft 22.

[0054] In some embodiments, the motor synchronizer 33c is disposed on the motor power

shaft 3 and between the first motor gear 3 1 and the second motor gear 32. The motor synchronizer

33c includes an engaging sleeve which may move along an axial direction of the motor power

shaft 3 . In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 1-12, the engaging sleeve of the motor

synchronizer 33c may move to the left or to the right along the axial direction of the motor power

shaft 3 under the drive of a shift fork mechanism of the vehicle.

[0055] In some embodiments, the motor synchronizer 33c is disposed between the first

motor gear 3 1 and the second motor gear 32, thus the motor synchronizer 33c may selectively

engage the motor power shaft 3 with one of the first motor gear 31 and the second motor gear 32.

[0056] In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 1-12, the engaging sleeve of the motor

synchronizer 33c may move to the left to engage the first motor gear 3 1 with the motor power

shaft 3, and the motor power shaft 3 and the first motor gear 3 1 may rotate together. In some

embodiments, the engaging sleeve of the motor synchronizer 33c may move to the right to engage

the second motor gear 32 with the motor power shaft 3, and the motor power shaft 3 and the

second motor gear 32 may rotate together.

[0057] In some embodiments, the engaging sleeve of the motor synchronizer 33c may be



positioned in a neutral position (such as an initial position). When the engaging sleeve of the motor

synchronizer 33c is at the neutral position, the motor synchronizer 33c may be disengaged from

the first motor gear 31 and be disengaged from the second motor gear 32.

[0058] In some embodiments, a gear ring is disposed on a side of the first motor gear 3 1

facing the motor synchronizer 33c, and a gear ring is disposed on a side of the second motor gear

32 facing the motor synchronizer 33c. The gear rings can facilitate the engagement between the

first motor gear 31 and the motor synchronizer 33c, and the engagement between the second motor

gear 32 and the motor synchronizer 33c.

[0059] In some embodiments, the motor power shaft 3 may selectively rotate together with

one of the input shafts, or may selectively rotate together with one of the output shafts, via

synchronization, using motor synchronizer 33c, with the first motor gear 3 1 or with the second

motor gear 32. In some embodiments, the motor synchronizer 33c may synchronize the first motor

gear 3 1 by, for example, engaging motor synchronizer 33c the first motor gear 3 1 with the motor

power shaft 3, to cause the motor power shaft 3 rotate together with one of the input shafts, such as

the second input shaft 12. In some embodiments, the motor synchronizer 33c may synchronize the

second motor gear 32 by, for example, motor synchronizer 33c engaging the second motor gear 32

with the motor power shaft 3, to cause the motor power shaft 3 to rotate together with one of the

output shafts, such as the second output shaft 22.

[0060] A reverse unit of the power transmission system 100 according to embodiments of

the present disclosure may be described below in detail.

[0061] In some embodiments, the first motor gear 3 1 may rotate together with one of the

input shafts. In some embodiments, as shown in, for example, Fig. 1, the first motor gear 3 1 may

perform a direct transmission or indirect transmission with the shift driving gear(s) disposed on the

one input shaft, thus achieving the object of rotating together with the one input shaft. In some

embodiments, as shown in Figs. 1-12, the first motor gear 31 may perform an indirect transmission

with a corresponding shift driving gear such as a second- gear shift driving gear 2a via a middle

idler 73. In the present embodiments, the middle idler 73 is configured to engage with the

corresponding shift driving gear and the first motor gear 31.

[0062] In some embodiments, the reverse gear 7 1 is fitted over the motor power shaft 3, and

the reverse idler gear 72 is configured to mesh with the reverse gear 7 1 and to selectively rotate

together with the middle idler 73. In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 1-12, the reverse idler



gear 72 is fitted over the second output shaft 22 and the reverse idler gear 72, and the middle idler

73 can rotate with different rotating speeds. The reverse idler gear 72 may engage with the middle

idler 73 to rotate together.

[0063] In some embodiments, the middle idler 73 may rotate together with the reverse idler

gear 72 via the synchronization of a reverse synchronizer 74c. In the present embodiment, the

reverse synchronizer 74c is configured to synchronize the reverse idler gear 72 and the middle

idler 73.

[0064] In some embodiments, as shown in, for example, Figs. 1-2 and 5-8, the reverse idler

gear 72 includes a gear sleeve 721. In some embodiments, the gear sleeve 721 may be fitted over

the second output shaft 22, and the middle idler 73 may be fitted over the gear sleeve 721. The

reverse synchronizer 74c may be disposed on the gear sleeve 721 and configured to engage with

the middle idler 73.

[0065] In some embodiments, the reverse idler gear 72 includes a gear sleeve 721 fitted over

the second output shaft 22, and the middle idler 73 may be fitted over the gear sleeve 721. The

reverse synchronizer 74c may be disposed on the middle idler 73 and configured to engage with

the gear sleeve 721 or to engage with the reverse idler gear 72.

[0066] In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 3-4 and 9-12, both the reverse idler gear 72

and the middle idler 73 are fitted over one of the output shafts. For example, both the reverse idler

gear 72 and the middle idler 73 are fitted over the second output shaft 22. The reverse idler gear 72

may be adjacent to the middle idler 73, and the reverse synchronizer 74c may be disposed on the

middle idler 73 and configured to engage with the reverse idler gear 72. In some embodiments, the

reverse synchronizer 74c may be disposed on the reverse idler gear 72 and configured to engage

with the middle idler 73.

[0067] In the power transmission system 100 according to embodiments of the present

disclosure, facilitated by the reverse units (e.g. reverse idler gear 72, reverse synchronizer 74c,

etc.), a mechanical reverse mode, an electric reverse mode and a hybrid (e.g., both mechanic and

electric) reverse mode can be provided.

[0068] In the mechanical reverse mode, the vehicle can move in a reverse direction with

power from the engine 4 . Specifically, the engine 4 generates power and transmits the power to

one of the input shafts, e. an input shaft rotating together with the middle idler 73, such as the

second input shaft 12. The power was transmitted to the reverse gear 7 1 via synchronization of the



reverse synchronizer 74c (e.g. by synchronizing with the middle idler 73 and with the reverse idler

gear 72), and then the reverse gear 7 1 can transmit the power to wheels of the vehicle. In this way,

reversing of the vehicle can be enabled. In the mechanical reverse mode, the reverse synchronizer

74c may engage the middle idler 73 with the reverse idler gear 72.

[0069] In the electric reverse mode, the reversing of the vehicle can be enabled with power

from the first motor generator. Specifically, the first motor generator 5 1 may generate power and

transmit the power to the reverse gear 7 1 via synchronization of the reverse synchronizer 74c (e.g.,

synchronizing with the middle idler 73 and with the reverse idler gear 72), and synchronization of

the motor synchronizer 33c disposed on the motor power shaft 3 (e.g., by synchronizing with the

first motor gear 31). The reverse gear 7 1 can then transmit the power to the wheels of the vehicle,

thus enabling the vehicle to reverse.

[0070] In the electric reverse mode, the first motor generator 5 1 may operate as a motor and

generate power which is to be transmitted to the reverse gear 7 1 via the motor power shaft 3, the

motor synchronizer 33c, the first motor gear 31, the middle idler 73, the reverse synchronizer 74c,

and the reverse idler gear 72 sequentially.

[0071] In the electric reverse mode, the middle idler 73 and the reverse idler gear 72 maybe

engaged via the reverse synchronizer 74c, and the motor power shaft 3 and the first motor gear 3 1

may be engaged via the motor synchronizer 33c.

[0072] In the hybrid reverse mode, the reverse of the vehicle may be achieved with the

engine 4 and the first motor generator 51. The hybrid reverse mode may be a combination of the

above mechanical reverse mode and the electric reverse mode.

[0073] In the hybrid reverse mode, the engine unit 4 may generate first power and transmit

the first power to one of the input shafts, and then the first power may be transmitted to the reverse

gear 7 1 via synchronization of the reverse synchronizer 74c.

[0074] In addition, the first motor generator 5 1 may generate second power and transmit the

second power the reverse gear 7 1 via the synchronization of the reverse synchronizer 74c and the

synchronization of the motor synchronizer 33c (e.g., synchronizing the first motor gear 31). In the

hybrid reverse mode, both the first power output by the engine 4 and the second power output by

the first motor generator may be transmitted to the reverse gear 7 1 and output from the reverse

gear 71.

[0075] In the hybrid reverse mode, the middle idler 73 and the reverse idler gear 72 may be



engaged by the reverse synchronizer 74c, and the motor power shaft 3 and the first motor gear 3 1

may be engaged by the motor synchronizer 33c.

[0076] As described, with the power transmission system 100 according to embodiments of

the present disclosure, three reverse modes including the mechanical reverse mode, the electric

reverse mode and the hybrid reverse mode may be achieved, thus increasing the number of reverse

modes and allowing a driver to choose among the reverse modes according to a practical condition

to satisfy different driving requirements.

[0077] When the vehicle has sufficient electric power, the electric reverse mode may be used.

In the electric reverse mode, both harmful exhaust gases and energy consumption can be reduced.

This is because it typically takes a relatively long time and more maneuvering, especially for a

new driver, to park a vehicle, and that the engine 4 may generate more harmful gases when the

vehicle reverses a low speed, and that the engine 4 also has a relatively higher fuel consumption

because the engine is at an uneconomical rotating speed during the reversing. Therefore, the

electric reverse mode can enhance the fuel economy of the engine 4 .

[0078] When the vehicle has insufficient or relative less electric power, the mechanical

reverse mode may be used. Moreover, when the vehicle needs to be maneuvered quickly or with a

large power to move in a reversed direction, the hybrid reverse mode maybe used, thus enhancing

the power of the vehicle and providing convenience to the user.

[0079] It should be noted that, the above- described three reverse modes and their

applications are only provided for illustration purpose, for better understanding of the

embodiments of the present disclosure.

[0080] The power transmission system 100 according to embodiments of the present

disclosure may have another electric reverse mode and another hybrid reverse mode, which will be

discussed below with reference to detailed embodiments.

[0081] The input shaft(s), the output shat(s), the shift driving gears and the shift driven gears

of the power transmission system 100 will be described below with reference to embodiments

shown in Figs. 1-12.

[0082] In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 1-12, two input shafts are provided. In the

present embodiment, the plurality of input shafts includes a first input shaft 11 and a second input

shaft 12. The second input shaft 12 may be hollow and the first input shaft 11 may be solid. One

part of the first input shaft 11 may be inserted within the hollow second input shaft 12, and the



other part of the first input shaft 11 may extend out of the second input shaft 12 along an axial

direction of the second input shaft 12. The first input shaft 11 and the second input shaft 12 maybe

arranged coaxially.

[0083] In some embodiments, two output shafts are provided. In the present embodiment,

the plurality of output shafts may include a first output shaft 2 1 and a second output shaft 22. The

first output shaft 2 1 and the second output shaft 22 may be arranged coaxially with the input shafts

(such as the first input shaft 11 and the second input shaft 12). Both the first output shaft 2 1 and

the second output shaft 22 may be solid.

[0084] In some embodiments, the power transmission system 100 according to embodiments

of the present disclosure may have five gear transmission types. Specifically, odd number- gear

shift driving gears may be arranged on the first input shaft 11, while even number-gear shift

driving gear may be arranged on the second input shaft 12. The first input shaft 11 may transmit

power from gear pairs of odd number-gear, and the second input shaft 12 may transmit power from

gear pairs of even number-gear.

[0085] In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 1-12, a first-gear shift driving gear la, a

third- gear shift driving gear 3a and a fifth-gear shift driving gear 5a may b e arranged on the first

input shaft 11, and a second-gear shift driving gear 2a and a fourth-gear shift driving gear 4a may

be arranged on the second input shaft 12. Each of the first- gear to fifth- gear shift driving gears la,

2a, 3a, 4a, 5a may rotate together with a corresponding input shaft.

[0086] In some embodiments, a first- gear shift driven gear lb, a second- gear shift driven

gear 2b, a third- gear shift driven gear 3b and a fourth- gear shift driven gear 4b may be disposed on

the first output shaft 21, and a fifth- gear gear 5b may be disposed on the second output shaft 22.

Each of the shift driven gears lb, 2b, 3b, 4b, 5b may be fitted over a corresponding output shaft.

Each of the shift driven gears and their corresponding output shafts may rotate at different speeds.

[0087] In some embodiments, the first-gear shift driving gear l a may mesh with the

first- gear shift driven gear l b to form one gear pair, the second- gear shift driving gear 2a may

mesh with the second-gear shift driven gear 2b to form one gear pair, the third- gear shift driving

gear 3a may mesh with the second- gear shift driven gear 3b to form one gear pair, the fourth- gear

shift driving gear 4a may mesh with the fourth-gear shift driven gear 4b to form one gear pair, and

the fifth- gear shift driving gear 5a may mesh with the fifth- gear shift driven gear 5b to form one

gear pair, and five pairs of gear pairs can be formed.



[0088] As the shift driven gear is fitted over the corresponding output shaft, a synchronizer

is provided to synchronize the shift driven gear and the corresponding output shaft, thus achieving

the object of power transmission.

[0089] In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 1-12, the power transmission system 100

includes a first-third gear synchronizer 13c, a second- fourth gear synchronizer 24c and a fifth gear

synchronizer 5c.

[0090] In some embodiments, as shown in Fig. 1, the first-third gear synchronizer 13c is

disposed on the first output shaft 2 1 and between the first-gear shift driven gear l b and the

third- gear shift driven gear 3b. The first-third gear synchronizer 13c may engage the first- gear shift

driven gear l b with the first output shaft 2 1 or engage the third-gear shift driven gear 3b with the

first output shaft 21, and the shift driven gear may rotate together with the corresponding output

shaft, e.g. the first-gear shift driven gear l b and the first output shaft 2 1 may rotate together, and

the third-gear shift driven gear 3b and the first output shaft 2 1 may rotate together.

[0091] In some embodiments, as shown in Fig. 1, the first-third gear synchronizer 13c

includes an engaging sleeve. In some embodiments, the engaging sleeve of the first-third gear

synchronizer 13c may move to the left so as to engage the third- gear shift driven gear 3b with the

first output shaft 21, such that the third-gear shift driven gear 3b and the first output shaft 2 1 may

rotate together. In some embodiments, the engaging sleeve of the first-third gear synchronizer 13c

may move to the right so as to engage first- gear shift driven gear l b with the first output shaft 21,

such that the first-gear shift driven gear l b and the first output shaft 2 1 may rotate together.

[0092] In some embodiments, as shown in Fig. 1, the second-fourth gear synchronizer 24c is

disposed on the first output shaft 2 1 and between the second-gear shift driven gear 2b and the

fourth-gear shift driven gear 4b. The second-fourth gear synchronizer 24c may engage the

second- gear shift driven gear 2b with the first output shaft 2 1 or engage the fourth-gear shift

driven gear 4b with the first output shaft 21, such that the shift driven gear may rotate together

with the corresponding output shaft, e.g. the second-gear shift driven gear 2b and the first output

shaft 2 1 may rotate together, and the fourth- gear shift driven gear 4b and the first output shaft 2 1

may rotate together.

[0093] In some embodiments, as shown in Fig. 1, the second- fourth gear synchronizer 24c

includes an engaging sleeve. In some embodiments, the engaging sleeve of the second-fourth gear

synchronizer 24c may move to the left so as to engage the second-gear shift driven gear 2b with



the first output shaft 21, such that the second-gear shift driven gear 2b and the first output shaft 2 1

may rotate together. In some embodiments, the engaging sleeve of the second- fourth gear

synchronizer 24c may move to the right so as to engage fourth- gear shift driven gear 4b with the

first output shaft 21, such that the fourth- gear shift driven gear 4b and the first output shaft 2 1 may

rotate together.

[0094] In some embodiments, as shown in Fig. 1, the fifth gear synchronizer 5c is disposed

on the second output shaft 22 and located on a side, such as left side, of the fifth-gear shift driven

gear 5b. The fifth gear synchronizer 5c may engage the fifth- gear shift driven gear 5b with the

second output shaft 22. In some embodiments, the fifth gear synchronizer 5c includes an engaging

sleeve, the engaging sleeve of the fifth gear synchronizer 5c may move to the right so as to engage

the fifth-gear shift driven gear 5b with the second output shaft 22, such that the fifth-gear shift

driven gear 5b and the second output shaft 22 may rotate together.

[0095] In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 1-12, the reverse idler gear 72 and the

middle idler 73 are positioned on the second output shaft 22, the fifth- gear shift driven gear 5b is

positioned on the second output shaft 22 and configured to engage the fifth- gear shift driven gear

5b with the second output shaft 22, and the reverse synchronizer 74c is configured to engage the

middle idler 73 and the reverse idler gear 72. In some embodiments, the reverse synchronizer 74c

and the fifth gear synchronizer 5c may share a shift fork mechanism. Therefore, one shift fork

mechanism can be saved, and the power transmission system 100 can have a more compact

structure and a smaller size.

[0096] In some embodiments, the shift fork mechanism may drive the engaging sleeve of the

fifth gear synchronizer 5c and the engaging sleeve of the reverse synchronizer 74c. In some

embodiments, as shown in Fig. 1, when the shift fork mechanism drives the engaging sleeve o f the

fifth gear synchronizer 5c to move to the right, the fifth gear synchronizer 5c may engage the

fifth- gear shift driven gear 5b with the second output shaft 22, but the reverse idler gear 72 and the

middle idler 73 are not engaged by the fifth gear synchronizer 5c. In some embodiments, when the

shift fork mechanism drives the engaging sleeve of the reverse synchronizer 74c to engage the

reverse idler gear 72 with the middle idler 73, the fifth- gear shift driven gear 5b and the second

output shaft 22 are not engaged by the fifth gear synchronizer 5c. The engaging sleeve of the

reverse synchronizer 74c and the engaging sleeve of the fifth gear synchronizer 5c are provided in

the present embodiment for better understanding of the present disclosure, and therefore may not



be construed as a limit to the present disclosure.

[0097] In some embodiments o f the present disclosure, the engine 4 may transmit power to,

or disengage from, the first input shaft 11 and the second input shaft 12 via a dual clutch 2d.

[0098] In some embodiments of the present disclosure, as shown in Figs. 2-12, the dual

clutch 2d includes an input terminal 23d, a first output terminal 21d and a second output terminal

22d. The engine 4 is connected with the input terminal 23d of the dual clutch 2d. In some

embodiments, the engine 4 is connected with the input terminal 23d by at least one selected from a

group consisting of a flywheel, a damper, a torsional disk, etc.

[0099] In some embodiments, the first output terminal 21d is connected with the first input

shaft 11, such that the first output terminal 21d and the first input shaft 11 may rotate together. In

some embodiments, the second output terminal 22d is connected with the second input shaft 12,

such that the second output terminal 22d and the second input shaft 12 may rotate together.

[00100] In some embodiments, the input terminal 23d may include a shell of the dual clutch

2d, and each of the first output terminal 21d and the second output terminal 22d may include one

driven disk of the dual clutch 2d. In some embodiments, the shell is disengaged from the driven

disk, i.e. the input terminal 23d is disengaged from the first output terminal 21d and is disengaged

from the second output terminal 22d. When the shell is to be engaged with one driven disk, the

shell can be controlled to engage with a corresponding driven disk, thus the shell and this driven

disk may rotate together. In the present embodiment, the input terminal 23d may engage with one

of the first output terminal 21d and the second output terminal 22d to transmit power from the

input terminal 23d to one of the first output terminal 21d and the second output terminal 22d, to

output the transmitted power.

[00101] In some embodiments, the shell may be engaged with two driven disks

simultaneously. In the present embodiment, the input terminal 23d is engaged with both the first

output terminal 2 Id and the second output terminal 22d, and thereby power from the input

terminal 23d may be transmitted to the first output terminal 21d and the second output terminal

22d so as to be output.

[00102] A person with ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that the engaging state of the

dual clutch 2d may be controlled according to practical condition, and that the engaging state may

also be adjusted accordingly based on a current transmission mode. In some embodiments, the

input terminal 23d may disengage from the two output terminals including, for example, the first



output terminal 21d and the second output terminal 22d. In some embodiments, the input terminal

23d may engage with at least one of the two output terminals including, for example, the first

output terminal 21d and the second output terminal 22d.

[00103] In some embodiments, the second motor gear 32 may rotate together with one of the

output shafts. In some embodiments, a transmission gear 6 is fixed on the second output shaft 22

and configured to directly mesh with the second motor gear 32. As described above, the power

transmission system 100 according to embodiments of the present disclosure may have another

electric reverse mode and another hybrid reverse mode. In some embodiments, the second motor

gear 32 may mesh with the transmission gear 6 fixed on the second output shaft 22 to form a

power transmission passage, and thereby power from the first motor generator 5 1 may be

transmitted via this power transmission passage. In this way, another reverse mode may be

achieved.

[00104] In an electric reverse mode according to embodiments of the present disclosure, the

first motor generator 5 1 may output power and transmit the power to the second output shaft 22

via synchronization of the motor synchronizer 33c (for example, synchronizing the second motor

gear 32), and the second output shaft 22 can then output the power to wheels of the vehicle, thus

reversing the vehicle.

[00105] In the present embodiment, the first motor generator 5 1 can be operated as a motor

and generates power which can be transmitted to the wheels of the vehicle via the motor power

shaft 3, the motor synchronizer 33c, the second motor gear 32, the transmission gear, and the

second output shaft 22 sequentially.

[00106] In an electric reverse mode according to embodiments of the present disclosure, the

motor synchronizer 33c may engage the motor power shaft 3 with the second motor gear 32, while

the reverse synchronizer 74c does not engage the middle idler 73 and the reverse idler gear 72, and

the power for reversing the vehicle may not be output from the reverse gear 7 1.

[00107] In a hybrid reverse mode according to embodiments of the present disclosure the

engine 4 may generate first power and transmit the first power to one of the input shafts, and then

the power is transmitted to the reverse gear 7 1 via synchronization of the reverse synchronizer 74c.

[00108] In a hybrid reverse mode according to embodiments of the present disclosure, the

first motor generator 5 1 may generate second power and transmit the second power to the second

output shaft 22 via synchronization of the motor synchronizer 33c (e.g., synchronizing the second



motor gear 32 and the second output shaft 22), and then the second output shaft 22 may transmit

the second power to the wheels to reverse the vehicle.

[00109] In a hybrid reverse mode according to embodiments of the present disclosure, the

vehicle can be reversed by powers from both the engine 4 and the first motor generator 51, (e.g.,

the first power and the second power). The first power and the second power may be coupled

together before being output to the wheels. In some embodiments, the first power and the second

power may be coupled together at a shift driven gear 74 of a main reducer of the vehicle, and the

coupled power may be transmitted to the wheels so as to reverse the vehicle.

[00110] In a hybrid reverse mode according to embodiments of the present disclosure, the

reverse synchronizer 74c engages the middle idler 73 and the reverse idler gear 72, the motor

synchronizer 33c engages the motor power shaft 3 with the second motor gear 32, and a part of

power for reversing the vehicle may be output from the reverse gear 71, and the other part of

power for reversing the vehicle may be output from the second output shaft 22.

[00111] In the another electric reverse mode, power for reversing the vehicle may be from the

first motor generator 51, which is similar as that in the aforementioned electric reverse mode. In

comparison with the aforementioned electric reverse mode in which power generated by the first

motor generator 5 1 is transmitted to the reverse gear 7 1 and then to wheels of the vehicle so as to

reverse the vehicle, in the another electric reverse mode power generated by the first motor

generator 5 1 is output to the wheels via the second output shaft 22. In this case, the power for

reversing the vehicle does not pass the reverse gear 71.

[00112] In a hybrid reverse mode according to embodiments of the present disclosure, the

transmission passage of power from the engine 4 and the transmission passage of power from the

first motor generator 5 1 are combined. This is similar to that in the aforementioned hybrid reverse

mode. The differences between the hybrid reverse mode and the aforementioned hybrid reverse

mode are similar to those between the another electric reverse mode and the aforementioned

electric reverse mode described above, thus details thereof are omitted herein.

[00113] With the power transmission system 100 according to embodiments of the present

disclosure, more variety of reverse modes of the vehicle can be provided, which may provide a

driver with more options to reverse the vehicle according to different road conditions.

[00114] In some embodiments, the power transmission system 100 further includes three

power output shafts, i.e. a first output shaft 21, a second output shaft 22, and a motor power shaft 3 .



These power output shafts, a differential 75, and relationships therebetween may be described

below in detail with reference to Figs. 2-12.

[00115] In some embodiments, the differential 75 may be disposed between a pair of front

wheels of the vehicle. In some embodiments, the differential 75 may be disposed between a pair of

rear wheels of the vehicle. The differential 75 may drive the wheels to the left or to the right when

the vehicle is turning or running on a rough road, such that the wheels may roll with different

angular speeds, and therefore driving wheels at both sides of the vehicle may perform only rolling

on the ground. In some embodiments, a shift driven gear 74 of a main reducer may be disposed on

the differential 75, for example, the shift driven gear 74 may be disposed on a shell of the

differential 75. In some embodiments, the shift driven gear 74 may be a bevel gear, without

particular limits in the present disclosure.

[00116] In some embodiments, a first shift driven gear 211 is fixed on the first output shaft 2 1

and is configured to rotate with the first output shaft 2 1 synchronously. The first shift driven gear

211 may mesh with the shift driven gear 74, thus transmitting power transmitted to the first output

shaft 2 1 from the first output gear 211 to the shift driven gear 74 and the differential 75.

[00117] In some embodiments, a second shift driven gear 221 is fixed on the second output

shaft 22 and configured to rotate with the second output shaft 22 synchronously. The second shift

driven gear 221 may mesh with the shift driven gear 74, thus transmitting power transmitted to the

second output shaft 22 from the second output gear 221 to the shift driven gear 74 and the

differential 75.

[00118] As described in some embodiments, the reverse gear 7 1 is used as the power output

terminal in most reverse modes and is configured to mesh with the shift driven gear 74. As the

reverse gear 7 1 is further configured to mesh with the reverse idler gear 72, in some embodiments,

the reverse gear 7 1 may be a duplex gear, and therefore proper reverse speed ratio may be obtained.

In the present embodiment, the reverse gear 7 1 is a duplex gear, a part of the reverse gear 7 1 may

mesh with the reverse idler gear 72, and another part of the reverse gear 7 1 may mesh with the

shift driven gear 74. In the present embodiment, the reverse gear 7 1 includes a first gear part 711

to mesh with the shift driven gear 74 and a second gear part 712 to mesh with the reverse idler

gear 72. With the reverse gear 7 1 described above, a better reverse speed ratio may be obtained,

while various gears may not interfere with each other during the power transmission of the

reversing of the vehicle. In this way, a reliable power transmission can be provided during the



reversing of the vehicle.

[00119] The power transmission system 100 according to embodiments of the present

disclosure may be used in various different conditions, such as a parking-charging condition (for

example, charging the vehicle while the vehicle is parking), a running- charging condition (for

example, charging the vehicle while the vehicle is running and both clutch parts of the dual clutch

2d are engaged), and a speed adjusting condition.

[00120] In the parking-charging condition, the engine 4 is configured to generate power and

output the power to one of the input shafts, for example, the second input shaft 12 which can rotate

together with the first motor gear 31, and the motor synchronizer 33c synchronizes the first motor

gear 3 1 and the input shaft such as the second input shaft 12 to transmit the power to the first

motor generator 51, thereby driving the first motor generator 5 1 to generate electric power.

[00121] In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 2-12, when the vehicle is in a

parking- charging state, the engine 4 can generate power and transmit the power to the second input

shaft 12 via the dual clutch 2d. As the second input shaft 12 rotates together with the first motor

gear 31, the motor synchronizer 33c may engage the motor power shaft 3 and the first motor gear

31, and therefore the power generated by the engine 4 maybe transmitted to the motor power shaft

3 via the second input shaft 12, the middle idler 73, the first motor gear 31, and the motor

synchronizer 33c sequentially. Then the motor power shaft 3 may transmit the power to the first

motor generator 51, and the first motor generator 5 1 may be driven to generate electric power as a

generator.

[00122] Therefore, charging the vehicle battery when the vehicle is parking may be achieved,

and more charging modes can be provided. In the parking-charging mode, the vehicle is not

running, all power from the engine 4 may be used to charge the vehicle battery, thus providing a

fast charging function and enhancing the charging efficiency.

[00123] In the running- charging condition, the input terminal 23d engages with the first

output terminal 21d and with the second output terminal 22d simultaneously, therefore part of the

power generated by the engine 4 may be output to one of the output shafts to drive the wheels of

the vehicle, and the other part of power may be transmitted to the first motor generator 5 1 via the

motor power shaft 3, thus driving the first motor generator 5 1 to generate electric power.

[00124] In the running- charging condition, as shown in Figs. 2-12, a part of power generated

by the engine 4 may be output from the first output shaft 2 1 or the second output shaft 22, such as



via the first-gear gear pair, the third- gear gear pair or the fifth- gear gear pair. The other part of

power generated by the engine 4 may be transmitted to the first motor generator 5 1 via the first

motor gear 31, the motor synchronizer 33c, the motor power shaft 3 sequentially, thus driving the

first motor generator 5 1 to generate electric power.

[00125] It is known to those skilled in the art that a conventional dual clutch generally have

two gear parts, and only one gear part is used when the dual clutch is working. In the power

transmission system 100 according to embodiments of the present disclosure, however, two gears

parts of the dual clutch 2d may be both engaged (for example, the input terminal 23d engage s with

the first output terminal 21d and with the second output terminal 22d simultaneously), when the

dual clutch 2d is working. In the present embodiment, part o f power from the engine 4 may be

output to wheels of the vehicle via one output shaft to move the vehicle, and the other part of

power from the engine 4 maybe transmitted to the first motor generator 5 1 to drive the first motor

generator 5 1 to generate electric power. In this way, more transmission modes of the vehicle can

be provided, and charging the vehicle battery while the vehicle is running may be achieved.

[00126] In the speed adjusting condition, as shown in Figs. 2-12, the motor synchronizer 33c

is disposed between the first motor gear 3 1 and the second motor gear 32, and therefore power

generated by the first motor generator 5 1 maybe selectively transmitted via the first motor gear 3 1

or the second motor gear 32. The vehicle switches from outputting power via the first motor gear

3 1 to outputting power via the second motor gear 32 by the synchronization of the motor

synchronizer 33c.

[00127] The Applicants have found that, when the vehicle switches from outputting power via

the first motor gear to outputting power via the second motor gear, the engaging sleeve of the

synchronizer can move from an engaging position at the first motor gear 3 1 to an engaging

position at the second motor gear 32. As a speed ratio of a transmission passage from the first

motor gear to the shift driven gear can be different from that of a transmission passage from the

second motor gear to the shift driven gear, the second motor gear and the motor power shaft may

rotate at different rotating speeds during the switching process. In this way, the synchronization

time and wear of the synchronizer may be increased, and therefore the transmission efficiency may

be reduced. Further, power interruption or power stop may occur because the synchronization is

not completed even during a long term

[00128] In some embodiments, the first motor generator 5 1 is controlled to adjust the rotating



speed of the motor power shaft 3 based on the rotating speed of the second motor gear 32. In the

present embodiment, the rotating speed of the motor power shaft 3 may be increased or decreased

with the rotating speed of the second motor gear 32 as a target speed, and therefore the rotating

speed of the motor power shaft 3 may become equal (or substantially equal) to the rotating speed

of the second motor gear 32 within a shorter time. In this way, the motor synchronizer 33c can

engage the second motor gear 32 with the motor power shaft 3 more rapidly, and therefore the

synchronization time of the motor synchronizer 33c may be reduced and the transmission

efficiency, the synchronization controllability and the synchronization real-time capability can be

improved. In addition, the life of the motor synchronizer 33c may also be prolonged, and the

maintenance cost of the vehicle may also be reduced.

[00129] In some embodiments, when the vehicle switches from outputting power from the

second motor gear 32 to outputting power form the first motor gear 31, the first motor generator 5 1

may adjust the rotating speed of the motor power shaft 3 based on the rotating speed of the first

motor gear 31. In the present embodiment, the first motor generator 5 1 may increase or decrease

the rotating speed of the motor power shaft 3 with the rotating speed of the first motor gear 31 as a

target speed, such that the rotating speed of the motor power shaft 3 may be matched with the

rotating speed of the first motor gear 3 1 in a relatively shorter time, to enhance the engaging

efficiency of the motor synchronizer 33c.

[00130] In the present embodiment, during the time when the motor synchronizer 33c

switches from engaging with one of the first motor gear 3 1 and the second motor gear 32 to

engage with the other one of the first motor gear 3 1 and the second motor gear 32, the first motor

generator 5 1 may adjust the rotating speed of the motor power shaft 3 with the rotating speed of

the other one of the first motor gear 31 and the second motor gear 32 as a target speed.

[00131] In the speed adjusting condition, the vehicle may run in an electric mode, e. the

vehicle is driven by the first motor generator 51. The present disclosure, however, is not limited to

this embodiment. For other modes, such as an electric- mechanic hybrid mode, in which the motor

synchronizer 33c may be switched from engaging with one of the first motor gear 3 1 and the

second motor gear 32 to engaging with the other one of the first motor gear 3 1 and the second

motor gear 32, the rotating speed of the motor power shaft 3 may be adjusted by the first motor

generator 51.

[00132] With the power transmission system 100 according to embodiments of the present



disclosure, during the period that the motor synchronizer 33c switches from engaging with one of

the first motor gear 3 1 and the second motor gear 32 to engaging with the other one of the first

motor gear 3 1 and the second motor gear 32, the first motor generator 5 1 may adjust the rotating

speed of the motor power shaft 3, such that the rotating speed of the motor power shaft 3 may be

matched with the rotating speed of the gear to be engaged, for example, the first motor gear 3 1 or

the second motor gear 32. The first motor generator 5 1 may adjust the rotating speed of the motor

power shaft 3 with the rotating speed of the gear to be engaged as a target speed, such that the

rotating speed of the motor power shaft 3 may be matched with the rotating speed of the gear to be

engaged in a shortest time, thus facilitating the engagement of the motor synchronizer 33c,

significantly improving the transmission efficiency and reducing the transmission loss.

[00133] In some embodiments, the power transmission system 100 further includes a second

motor generator 52. With the second motor generator 52, the power of the power transmission

system 100 may be improved, and more transmission modes can be provided.

[00134] In some embodiments, the second motor generator 52 may perform power

transmission with the shift driven gear 74 of the main reducer. For example, a gear may be

disposed on a motor shaft of the second motor generator 52, and the gear is configured to directly

mesh with the shift driven gear 74 so as to perform power transmission. In some embodiments, the

second motor generator 52 is configured to connect with the first input shaft 11 or the first output

shaft 21. In some embodiments, the second motor generator 52 may be integral with the

differential 75. In some embodiments, the engine 4 and the first motor generator 5 1 are configured

to drive front wheels of the vehicle, and the second motor generator 52 may be a wheel- side motor

and configured to drive rear wheels. In some embodiments, the second motor generator 52 may

drive the pair of rear wheels via a reducing mechanism. In some embodiments, two second motor

generators 52 are provided, and each second motor generator 52 is configured to driven one rear

wheel via a reducing mechanism.

[00135] In some embodiments, the power transmission system 100 may include an electric

differential lock unit. The electric differential lock unit may lock a pair of driving wheels when the

vehicle is skidding, thus enhancing the antiskid performance and the pass performance of the

vehicle.

[00136] In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 5-12, the electric differential lock unit may

include a third motor generator 201, a fourth motor generator 301 and an antiskid synchronizer



503. The engine 4 and/or the first motor generator 5 1 is configured to drive a first pair of wheels

76, the third motor generator 201 and the fourth motor generator 301 are configured to driven a

second pair of wheels 77, the first pair of wheels 76 are one pair of the pair of front wheels and the

pair of the rear wheels, and the second pair of wheels 77 are the other one pair of the pair of front

wheels and the pair o f the rear wheels. In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 5-12, the engine

and the first motor generator 5 1 may drive the pair of front wheels, and the third motor generator

201 and the fourth motor generator 301 may drive the pair of rear wheels.

[00137] In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 5-12, the third motor generator 201 is

configured to rotate together with one of the second pair of wheels 77. In the present embodiment,

the third motor generator 201 may output power to this one wheel so as to drive this one wheel to

rotate. In some embodiments, power from this one wheel may be transmitted to the third motor

generator 201, thus driving the third motor generator 201 to generate electric power.

[00138] In some embodiments, the fourth motor generator 301 is configured to rotate together

with the other one of the second pair of wheels 77. In the present embodiment, the fourth motor

generator 301 may output power to the other one wheel so as to drive the other wheel to rotate. In

some embodiments, power form the other wheel may be transmitted to the fourth motor generator

301, thus driving the fourth motor generator 301 to generate electric power. In some embodiments,

as shown in Figs. 5-12, the third motor generator 201 is configured to rotate together with a left

rear wheel of the vehicle, and the fourth motor generator 301 is configured to rotate together with

a right rear wheel of the vehicle. This embodiment is provided for example, and the present

disclosure should not be construed to be limited by this embodiment.

[00139] In some embodiments, the antiskid synchronizer 503 is configured to selectively

synchronize the second pair of wheels 77, such that the second pair of wheels 77 may rotate

together. In the present embodiment, the antiskid synchronizer 503 may synchronize the second

pair of wheels 77, e. the antiskid synchronizer 503 is in an engaged state, such that the second

pair of wheels 77 may form a fixed engagement. In this way, the second pair of wheels 77 may

rotate together, without rotating at different rotating speeds.

[00140] In some embodiments, when the antiskid synchronizer 503 is in a disengaged state,

and the third motor generator 201 and the fourth motor generator 301 may drive corresponding

wheels respectively, such that the corresponding wheels may rotate at different rotating speeds,

thus the object that different wheels rotates at different speeds may be achieved. In some



embodiments, when the antiskid synchronizer 503 is in a disengaged state, the third motor

generator 201 and the fourth motor generator 301 may drive the second pair of wheels 77 to rotate

at a same rotating speed.

[00141] With the power transmission system 100 according to embodiment of the present

disclosure, the third motor generator 201 and the fourth motor generator 301 are provided and

configured to drive the second pair of wheels 77 respectively, and therefore the second pair of

wheels 77 rotating at different rotating speeds may be achieved. When one of the second pair of

wheels 77 is skidding, the antiskid synchronizer 503 may synchronize the second pair of wheels 77

such that the second pair of wheels 77 rotate together. In this way, powers output by two motors

(for example, the third motor generator 201 and the fourth motor generator 301) or one motor (for

example, the third motor generator 201 or the fourth motor generator 301) may be coupled to drive

the second pair of wheels 77 together, thus enhancing the antiskid capability and passing

performance of the vehicle.

[00142] The power transmission system 100 according to embodiment of the present

disclosure include the antiskid synchronizer 503, and therefore a mechanical self- locking

differential mechanism commonly used in an axle (such as a rear axle) a conventional power

transmission system may be avoided. In addition to the functions of the antiskid synchronizer 503

itself, the function of a mechanical self- locking differential mechanism are performed by the

antiskid synchronizer 503, and therefore the power transmission system 100 according to

embodiments of the present disclosure may have a more compact structure and relatively lower

cost.

[00143] The third motor generator 201, the fourth motor generator 301, and transmission

method thereof will be described below in detail with references to Figs. 5-12.

[00144] In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 5-7 and 9-11, the third motor generator 201

may perform power transmission with the corresponding wheel via a gear mechanism In some

embodiments, the fourth motor generator 301 may perform power transmission with the

corresponding wheel via a gear mechanism.

[00145] The gear mechanism has simple structure and is convenient for use in power

transmission. In addition, with the gear mechanism, a required transmission ration may be

obtained and the power transmission may be reliable. In some embodiments, the third motor

generator 201 and the fourth motor generator 301 may perform power transmission with



corresponding wheel(s) via a same gear mechanism. In the present embodiment, the gear

mechanism is common, and the power transmission system 100 may be highly symmetric, thus

avoiding the center of gravity moving to one side. With one common gear mechanism, the center

of gravity may be located right in the middle or substantially the middle of the two wheels, and

both the stability and reliability of the power transmission system 100 may be improved.

[00146] In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 5-7 and 9-11, the gear mechanism between

the third motor generator 201 and the corresponding wheel may include a first gear 401, a second

gear 402, a third gear 403, and a fourth gear 404.

[00147] In some embodiments, the first gear 401 may be disposed on the first output shaft

202 corresponding to the third motor generator 201, and the first gear 401 is configured to rotate

together with the first output shaft 202. In some embodiments, the first output shaft 202 may

output power generated by the third motor generator 201. In some embodiments, the first output

shaft 202 may transmit power generated by the corresponding wheel to the third motor generator

201. In some embodiments, the first output shaft 202 and the third motor generator 201 may share

a same motor shaft. In some embodiments, the motor shaft of the first output shaft 202 and the

motor shaft the third motor generator 201 may be two individual parts different from each other. In

the present embodiment, the motor shaft of the first output shaft 202 and the motor shaft the third

motor generator 201 may be connected to each other.

[00148] In some embodiments, a first drive shaft 204 is connected with a wheel

corresponding to the third motor generator 201, and the second gear 402 is disposed on the first

drive shaft 204 and configured to rotate together with the first drive shaft 204. The third gear 403

and the first gear 401 are configured to mesh with each other, and the fourth gear 404 and the

second gear 402 are configured to mesh with each other. The third gear 403 and the fourth gear

404 are coaxially arranged and may rotate together.

[00149] In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 5-7 and 9-11, the gear mechanism between

the fourth motor generator 301 and the corresponding wheel may include a fifth gear 405, a sixth

gear 406, a seventh gear 407, and an eighth gear 408.

[00150] In some embodiments, the fifth gear 405 may be disposed on the second output shaft

302 corresponding to the fourth motor generator 301, and the fifth gear 405 is configured to rotate

together with the second output shaft 302. In some embodiments, the second output shaft 302 may

output power generated by the fourth motor generator 301. In some embodiments, the second



output shaft 302 may transmit power generated by the corresponding wheel to the fourth motor

generator 301. In some embodiments, the second output shaft 302 and the fourth motor generator

301 may share one motor shaft. In some embodiments, the motor shaft of the second output shaft

302 and the motor shaft the fourth motor generator 301 may be two individual parts different from

each other. In the present embodiment, the motor shaft of the second output shaft 302 and the

motor shaft the fourth motor generator 301 may be connected to each other.

[00151] In some embodiments, a second drive shaft 304 is connected with a wheel

corresponding to the fourth motor generator 301, and the sixth gear 406 is disposed on the second

drive shaft 304 and configured to rotate together with the second drive shaft 304. The seventh gear

407 and the fifth gear 405 are configured to mesh with each other, and the eighth gear 408 and the

sixth gear 406 are configured to mesh with each other. The seventh gear 407 and the eighth gear

408 are coaxially arranged and may rotate together.

[00152] In some embodiments, the first gear 401 and the fifth gear 405 may have a same

structure, such as have a same size and a same teeth number. In some embodiments, the second

gear 402 and the sixth gear 406 may have a same structure, such as have a same size and a same

teeth number. In some embodiments, the third gear 403 and the seventh gear 407 may have a same

structure, such as have a same size and a same teeth number. In some embodiments, the fourth

gear 404 and the eighth gear 408 may have a same structure, such as have a same size and a same

teeth number. Therefore, versatility of the gear mechanism may be improved.

[00153] In some embodiments, the third gear 403 and the fourth gear 404 may be fixed on the

first gear shaft 501, and the seventh gear 407 and the eighth gear 408 may be fixed on the second

gear shaft 502. In some embodiments, the third gear 403 and the fourth gear 404 may form a

substantial ladder shape or a joint gear structure. In some embodiments, the seventh gear 407 and

the eighth gear 408 may form a substantial ladder shape or a joint gear structure.

[00154] In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 5 and 9, the antiskid synchronizer 503 may

be disposed on the first drive shaft 204 and configured to selectively engage with the sixth gear

406. In some embodiments, a gear ring may be provided on a side of the sixth gear 406 facing the

antiskid synchronizer 503, and the antiskid synchronizer 503 may include an engaging sleeve to

adapt to the gear ring. With the engagement of the antiskid synchronizer 503, the second pair of

wheels 77 may rotate together.

[00155] In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 6 and 10, the antiskid synchronizer 503 may



be disposed on the first output shaft 202 and configured to selectively engage with the fifth gear

405. In some embodiments, a gear ring may be provided on a side of the fifth gear 405 facing the

antiskid synchronizer 503, and the antiskid synchronizer 503 may include an engaging sleeve to

adapt to the gear ring. With the engagement of the antiskid synchronizer 503, the second pair of

wheels 77 may rotate together.

[00156] In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 7 and 11, the antiskid synchronizer 503 may

be disposed on the first gear shaft 501 and configured to selectively engage with the seventh gear

407. In some embodiments, a gear ring may be provided on a side of the seventh gear 407 facing

the antiskid synchronizer 503, and the antiskid synchronizer 503 may include an engaging sleeve

to adapt to the gear ring. With the engagement of the antiskid synchronizer 503, the second pair of

wheels 77 may rotate together.

[00157] In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 8 and 12, the third motor generator 201 may

be connected coaxially with a corresponding wheel, and the fourth motor generator 301 may be

connected coaxially with a corresponding wheel. In some embodiments, both the third motor

generator 201 and the fourth motor generator 301 may be wheel-side motors, thus shortening the

transmission passage, reducing the power transmission loss and enhancing the transmission

efficiency.

[00158] In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 8 and 12, the antiskid synchronizer 503 may

be disposed on the first output shaft 202 corresponding to the third motor generator 201, and

configured to selectively engage with the second output shaft 302 corresponding to the fourth

motor generator 301. With the engagement of the antiskid synchronizer 503, the second pair of

wheels 77 may rotate together.

[00159] The power transmission system 100 and the condition the power transmission system

100 may be used will be described below with reference to Figs. 2-12.

[00160] Embodiment 1

[00161] As shown in Fig. 2, the engine 4 is connected with the input terminal 23d of the dual

clutch 2d, the first output terminal 21d of the dual clutch 2d is connected with the first input shaft

11, and the second output terminal 22d of the dual clutch 2d is connected with the second input

shaft 12. The input terminal 23d maybe disengaged fromboththe first output terminal 21d and the

second output terminal 22d, or the input terminal 23d may be engaged with one of the first output



terminal 21d and the second output terminal 22d, or the input terminal 23d may be engaged with

both the first output terminal 21d and the second output terminal 22d.

[00162] The second input shaft 12 may be a hollow shaft, and the first input shaft 11 maybe a

solid shaft. The second input shaft 12 is coaxially fitted over the first input shaft 11, and a part of

the first input shaft 11 extends outside of the second input shaft 12 along an axial direction of the

second input shaft 12.

[00163] The first-gear shift driving gear la, the third-gear shift driving gear 3a and the

fifth- gear shift driving gear 5a are disposed on the first input shaft 11 and configured to rotate

together with the first input shaft 11. The first-gear shift driving gear l a is positioned on the right

side of the fifth-gear shift driving gear 5a, and the third- gear shift driving gear 3a is positioned on

the left side of the fifth-gear shift driving gear 5a.

[00164] The second- gear shift driving gear 2a and the fourth- gear shift driving gear 4a are

disposed on the second input shaft 12 and configured to rotate together with the second input shaft

12, and the second- gear shift driving gear 2a is positioned on the left side and the fourth- gear shift

driving gear 4a is positioned on the right side.

[00165] The first output shaft 2 1 is arranged parallel to the two input shafts, e. the first and

second input shafts 11, 12. The first- gear shift driven gear lb, the second- gear shift driven gear 2b,

the third-gear shift driven gear 3b and the fourth- gear shift driven gear 4b are fitted over the first

output shaft 21. The first- gear shift driven gear l b is configured to mesh directly with the first- gear

shift driving gear la, the second- gear shift driving gear 2a is configured to mesh directly with the

second- gear shift driven gear 2b, the third- gear shift driving gear 3a is configured to mesh directly

with the third-gear shift driven gear 3b, and the fourth- gear shift driving gear 4a is configured to

mesh directly with the fourth-gear shift driven gear 4b.

[00166] The first-third gear synchronizer 13c, the second-fourth gear synchronizer 24c are

disposed on the first output shaft 21, and the first-third gear synchronizer 13c is positioned

between the first- gear shift driven gear l b and the third- gear shift driven gear 3b and configured to

selectively synchronize the first- gear shift driven gear l b with the first output shaft 2 1 and to

selectively synchronize the third-gear shift driven gear 3b and the first output shaft 21. The

second- fourth gear synchronizer 24c is positioned between the second-gear shift driven gear 2b

and the fourth- gear shift driven gear 4b and configured to selectively synchronize the second- gear

shift driven gear 2b and the first output shaft 2 1 or to selectively synchronize the fourth- gear shift



driven gear 4b and the first output shaft 21.

[00167] The second output shaft 22 is arranged parallel to the two input shafts, i.e. the first

and second input shafts 11, 12. The fifth- gear shift driven gear 5b is fitted over the second output

shaft 22 and configured to mesh with the fifth- gear shift driving gear 5a. The fifth- gear

synchronizer 5c is disposed on the second output shaft 22 and configured to synchronize the

fifth-gear shift driven gear 5b and the second output shaft 22.

[00168] The motor power shaft 3 is disposed coaxially with the two input shafts such as the

first and second input shafts 11, 12 and the two output shafts such as the first and second output

shafts 21, 22. The first motor gear 3 1 and the second motor gear 32 are fitted over the motor power

shaft 3, and the first motor gear 3 1 is on the left while the second motor gear 32 is on the right.

The motor synchronizer 33c is disposed on the motor power shaft 3 and positioned between the

first motor gear 3 1 and the second motor gear 32. The motor synchronizer 33c is configured to

selectively synchronize the first motor gear 3 1 and the motor power shaft 3 or to selectively

synchronize the second motor gear 32 and the motor power shaft 3 .

[00169] As shown in Fig. 2, the transmission gear 6 is disposed on the second output shaft 22

and configured to rotate together with the second output shaft 22, and the reverse idler gear 72 is

fitted over the second output shaft 22. The transmission gear 6 is configured to directly mesh with

the second output shaft 22. The reverse idler gear 72 includes a gear sleeve 721 at one side thereof,

and the gear sleeve 721 is fitted over the second output shaft 22. The middle idler 73 is fitted over

the gear sleeve 721 and configured to mesh with the second-gear shift driving gear 2a and the first

motor gear 3 1 respectively. The reverse synchronizer 74c is arranged on the gear sleeve 721 and

configured to engage with the middle idler 73.

[00170] The reverse gear 7 1 is configured as a duplex gear and includes a first gear part 712

configured to mesh with the reverse idler gear 72 and a second gear part 713 configured to directly

mesh with the shift driven gear 74. The first output gear 211 is fixed on the first output shaft 2 1

and configured to mesh with the shift driven gear 74. The second output gear 221 is fixed on the

second output shaft 22 and configured to mesh with the shift driven gear 74.

[00171] The first motor generator 5 1 and the motor power shaft 3 are coaxially connected.

[00172] A condition in which the power transmission system 100 according to embodiments

of the present disclosure may be used will be discussed below in detail with reference to Fig. 2 .

[00173] Parking-charging condition



[00174] The input terminal 23d of the dual clutch 2d is engaged with the second output

terminal 22d while disengaged from the first output terminal 21d. The motor synchronizer 33c

engages the first motor gear 31, such that power output by the engine 4 may be transmitted to the

first motor generator 5 1 via the input terminal 23d, the second output terminal 22d, the second

input shaft 12, the second-gear shift driving gear 2a, the middle idler 73, the first motor gear 31,

the motor synchronizer 33c and the motor power shaft 3 sequentially, thus driving the first motor

generator 5 1 to generate electric power.

[00175] In the parking-charging condition, charging the vehicle with a fixed speed ratio may

be achieved, and the power transmission efficiency may be increased. Those with ordinary skill in

the art will appreciate that the speed ratio relates to parameters such as the rotating speed of the

engine 4 in the parking state, the type of the first motor generator 51, and maximum rotating speed

acceptable by the peripheral parts such as bearings, and so on. In the present disclosure, the speed

ratio may be designed according to the above parameters and the power transmission ratio maybe

flexibly designed, thus making maximum use of the power from the engine 4 and achieving the

object of fast charging. In the parking-charging condition, power from the engine 4 may be

transmitted via a passage consisting of the second input shaft 12, the middle idler 73, the first

motor gear 3 1 and the motor power shaft 3, and therefore the object of charging with an optimal

fixed speed ratio may be achieved, and both the charging efficiency and the fuel economy of the

engine are improved.

[00176] When the power transmission system 100 is in the parking-charging condition, the

first motor generator 5 1 functions as a generator and can rotate along a predetermined rotating

direction, such as the clockwise direction.

[00177] First electric condition

[00178] The motor synchronizer 33c engages the first motor gear 31, and power output by the

first motor generator 5 1 is transmitted to the second input shaft 12 via the first motor gear 3 1 and

the middle idler 73. Then the second-fourth gear synchronizer 24c engages the second-gear shift

driven gear 2b or the fourth- gear shift driven gear 4b, and therefore the power from the first motor

generator 5 1 is output via the second-gear gear pair or the fourth-gear gear pair.

[00179] Second electric condition

[00180] The motor synchronizer 33c engages the second motor gear 32, and power output by

the first motor generator 5 1 is transmitted to the second output shaft 22 via the second motor gear



32 and the transmission gear 6, and then output from the second output shaft 22.

[00181] In the electric condition such as the first electric condition or the second electric

condition, power from the first motor generator 5 1 maybe transmitted to wheels of the vehicle via

two power transmission passages having different speed ratios, thus driving the vehicle to run. In

cases when the first motor generator 5 1 is used to start, to accelerate, to climb or to run, different

speed ratios maybe selected accordingly to ensure that the first motor generator 5 1 has the highest

operation efficiency.

[00182] In some embodiments, when switching from the first electric condition to the second

electric condition, the first motor generator 5 1 may adjust the rotating speed of the motor power

shaft 3 .

[00183] When switching from the first electric condition to the second electric condition, the

motor synchronizer 33c moves froman engaging position at the first motor gear 3 1 to an engaging

position at the second motor gear 32. During this period, the first motor generator 5 1 may adjust

the rotating speed of the motor power shaft 3 with the rotating speed of the second motor gear 32

as a target speed. In this way, the rotating speed of the motor power shaft 3 is matched with the

rotating speed of the second motor gear 32, and thereby the motor synchronizer 33c may engage

with the second motor gear 32 rapidly. Thus the synchronization efficiency can be improved.

[00184] When switching from the second electric condition to the first electric condition, the

motor synchronizer 33c moves from an engaging position at the second motor gear 32 to an

engaging position at the first motor gear 31. During this period, the first motor generator 5 1 may

adjust the rotating speed of the motor power shaft 3 with the rotating speed of the first motor gear

3 1 as a target speed. In this way, the rotating speed of the motor power shaft 3 is matched with the

rotating speed of the first motor gear 31, and thereby the motor synchronizer 33c may engage with

the first motor gear 3 1 rapidly. Thus the synchronization efficiency can be improved.

[00185] A person with ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that, in addition to the electric

condition such as the first and second electric conditions, the speed adjusting mode described

above may be used in other conditions, such as in a hybrid condition, provided change of the

engaging state of the motor synchronizer 33c is related. For example, the above speed adjusting

mode may be used in a condition in which the motor synchronizer 33c changes from engaging

with the first motor gear 3 1 to engaging with the second motor gear 32. As another example, the

above speed adjusting mode may be used in a condition in which the motor synchronizer 33c



changes from engaging with the second motor gear 32 to engaging with the first motor gear 31.

[00186] When the power transmission system 100 is in the electric condition, the first motor

generator 5 1 functions as a motor and can rotate along a predetermined rotating direction, such as

in a clockwise direction.

[00187] First first-gear hybrid condition

[00188] In the first first-gear hybrid condition, the first-third gear synchronizer 13c is engaged

with the first-gear shift driven gear lb, the input terminal 23d of the dual clutch 2d is engaged with

the first output terminal 21d and disengaged from the second output terminal 22d, and the motor

synchronizer 33c is engaged with the second motor gear 32. First power output by the engine 4 is

transmitted to the first output shaft 2 1 via the first input shaft 11 and the first-gear gear pair, and

second power output by the first motor generator 5 1 is transmitted to the second output shaft 22

via the second motor gear 32 and the transmission gear 6 . The first power and the second power

are coupled at the driven gar 74, and then distributed to wheels by the differential 75.

[00189] In the first first- gear hybrid condition, the first motor generator 5 1 may adjust the

speed, such that the shift driven gear 74 may synchronously receive the first power from the

engine 4 and the second power from the first motor generator 51, to provide a smooth and

harmonious power transmission.

[00190] First second-gear hybrid condition

[00191] In the first second- gear hybrid condition, the second-fourth gear synchronizer 24c is

engaged with the second-gear shift driven gear 2b, the input terminal 23d of the dual clutch 2d is

engaged with the second output terminal 22d and disengaged from the first output terminal 21d,

and the motor synchronizer 33c is engaged with the second motor gear 32. First power output by

the engine 4 is transmitted to the first output shaft 2 1 via the second input shaft 12 and the

second- gear gear pair, and second power output by the first motor generator 5 1 is transmitted to

the second output shaft 22 via the second motor gear 32 and the transmission gear 6 . The first

power and the second power are coupled at the driven gar 74, and then are distributed to wheels by

the differential 75.

[00192] In the first second- gear hybrid condition, the first motor generator 5 1 may adjust the

speed, such that the shift driven gear 74 may synchronously receive the first power from the

engine 4 and the second power from the first motor generator 51, to provide a smooth and

harmonious power transmission.



[00193] First third-gear hybrid condition

[00194] In the first third- gear hybrid condition, the power transmission system 100 operates

substantially the same as that in the first first- gear hybrid condition, with the exception that the

first-third gear synchronizer 13c is engaged with the third-gear shift driven gear 3b and first power

output by the engine 4 is output via the third-gear gear pair.

[00195] First fourth-gear hybrid condition

[00196] In the first fourth-gear hybrid condition, the power transmission system 100 operates

substantially the same as that in the first second-gear hybrid condition, with the exception that the

second- fourth gear synchronizer 24c is engaged with the fourth- gear shift driven gear 4b and first

power output by the engine 4 is output via the fourth-gear gear pair.

[00197] First fifth-gear hybrid condition

[00198] In the first fifth-gear hybrid condition, the fifth gear synchronizer 5c is engaged with

the first-gear shift driven gear lb, the input terminal 23d of the dual clutch 2d is engaged with the

first output terminal 21d and disengaged from the second output terminal 22d, and the motor

synchronizer 33c is engaged with the second motor gear 32. First power output by the engine 4 is

transmitted to the second output shaft 22 via the first input shaft 11 and the fifth- gear gear pair, and

second power output by the first motor generator 5 1 is transmitted to the second output shaft 22

via the second motor gear 32 and the transmission gear 6 . The first power and the second power

are coupled at the driven gar 74, and then distributed to wheels by the differential 75.

[00199] In the first fifth- gear hybrid condition, the first motor generator 5 1 may adjust the

speed, such that the second output shaft 22 may synchronously receive the first power from the

engine 4 and the second power from the first motor generator 51, thus ensuring a smooth and

harmonious power transmission.

[00200] Second first-gear hybrid condition

[00201] In the second first-gear hybrid condition, the first-third gear synchronizer 13c is

engaged with the first-gear shift driven gear lb, the second- fourth gear synchronizer 24c is

engaged with the second-gear shift driven gear lb (power from the first motor generator 5 1 is

output via the second-gear gear pair or via the fourth-gear gear pair). The input terminal 23d of the

dual clutch 2d is engaged with the first output terminal 21d but disengaged from the second output

terminal 22d, and the motor synchronizer 33c is engaged with the first motor gear 31.

[00202] First power output by the engine 4 is transmitted to the first output shaft 2 1 via the



first input shaft 11 and the first-gear gear pair, and second power output by the first motor

generator 5 1 is transmitted to the first output shaft 2 1 via the first motor gear 31, the middle idler

73, the second- gear gear pair and the second- fourth synchronizer 24c. The first power and the

second power are coupled at the first output shaft 21, and then distributed to wheels by the

differential 75.

[00203] In the second first-gear hybrid condition, the first motor generator 5 1 may adjust the

speed, such that the first output shaft 2 1 may synchronously receive the first power from the

engine 4 and the second power from the first motor generator 51, thus ensuring a smooth and

harmonious power transmission.

[00204] Second second-gear hybrid condition

[00205] In the second second-gear hybrid condition, the second- fourth gear synchronizer 24c

is engaged with the second-gear shift driven gear 2b, the input terminal 23d of the dual clutch 2d is

engaged with the second output terminal 22d but disengaged from the first output terminal 21d,

and the motor synchronizer 33c is engaged with the first motor gear 31. First power output by the

engine 4 is transmitted to the second- gear gear pair via the second input shaft 12, and second

power output by the first motor generator 5 1 is transmitted to the second-gear gear pair via the first

motor gear 3 1 and the middle idler 73. The first power and the second power are coupled at the

second-gear gear pair, and then output by the first output shaft 21.

[00206] In the second second-gear hybrid condition, the first motor generator 5 1 may adjust

the speed, such that the second-gear gear pair may synchronously receive the first power from the

engine 4 and the second power from the first motor generator 51, thus ensuring a smooth and

harmonious power transmission.

[00207] Second third-gear hybrid condition

[00208] In the second third-gear hybrid condition, the power transmission system 100

operates substantially the same as that in the second first-gear hybrid condition, with the exception

that the first-third gear synchronizer 13c is engaged with the third-gear shift driven gear 3b and

first power output by the engine 4 is output via the third-gear gear pair.

[00209] As the second- fourth gear pair share a second- fourth synchronizer 24c, an assumed

second fourth-gear hybrid condition may not be achieved.

[00210] Second fifth-gear hybrid condition

[00211] In the second fifth- gear hybrid condition, the fifth gear synchronizer 5c is engaged



with the fifth shift driven gear 5b, and the second-fourth synchronizer 24c is engaged with the

second- gear shift driven gear 24b. The input terminal 23d of the dual clutch 2d is engaged with the

first output terminal 21d but disengaged from the second output terminal 22d, and the motor

synchronizer 33c is engaged with the first motor gear 31.

[00212] First power output b y the engine 4 is transmitted to the second output shaft 22 via the

first input shaft 11 and the fifth-gear gear pair, and second power output b y the first motor

generator 5 1 is transmitted to the first output shaft 2 1 via the first motor gear 32, the middle idler

73, the second- gear gear pair and the second- fourth synchronizer 24c. The first power and the

second power are coupled at the driven gar 74, and then distributed to wheels by the differential

75.

[00213] In the second fifth-gear hybrid condition, the first motor generator 5 1 may adjust the

speed, such that the shift driven gear 74 may synchronously receive the first power from the

engine 4 and the second power from the first motor generator 51, thus ensuring a smooth and

harmonious power transmission.

[00214] In the specification of the present disclosure, the above mentioned hybrid conditions

are discussed by an example in which the second- fourth synchronizer 24c is engaged with the

second- gear shift driven gear 2b. It should be noted that, in other hybrid conditions, the

second- fourth synchronizer 24c may be engaged with the fourth- gear shift driven gear 4b. In these

hybrid conditions, the power transmission principles are substantially the same as those described

above, thus details thereof are omitted herein. Those with ordinary skill in the art may also

appreciate that, in examples that the second-fourth synchronizer 24c is engaged with the

fourth-gear shift driven gear 4b, an assumed second second-gear hybrid condition may not be

achieved, the reason of which is similar to those discussed for the assumed second fourth- gear

hybrid condition.

[00215] In the present disclosure, a person skilled in the art may flexibly select any of the

above hybrid conditions and power transmission passages thereof according to practical

requirements. With these hybrid conditions, more driving fun may be provided to the users. In

addition, the vehicle may be used in different road conditions, thus enhancing both the power and

the fuel economy of the vehicle.

[00216] In the above hybrid conditions, the first motor generator 5 1 functions as a generator

and can rotate along a predetermined rotating direction, such as the clockwise direction.



[00217] First first-gear driving-charging condition

[00218] In the first driving-charging condition, the first-third gear synchronizer 13c is

engaged with the first- gear shift driven gear lb, the input terminal 23d of the dual clutch 2d is

engaged with the first output terminal 21d but disengaged from the second output terminal 22d,

and the motor synchronizer 33c is engaged with the second motor gear 32. Power output by the

engine 4 is transmitted to the first output shaft 2 1 via the first input shaft 11 and the first-gear gear

pair. Power generated by the wheels is transmitted to the first motor generator 5 1 via the second

motor gear 32, the transmission gear 6, the second motor gear 32 and the motor power shaft 3,

such that the first motor generator 51 is driven to generate electric power.

[00219] First second-gear driving-charging condition

[00220] In the second-gear driving-charging condition, the second- fourth gear synchronizer

24c is engaged with the second-gear shift driven gear 2b, the input terminal 23d of the dual clutch

2d is engaged with the second output terminal 22d but disengaged from the first output terminal

21d, and the motor synchronizer 33c is engaged with the first motor gear 31. A part of power

output by the engine 4 is transmitted to the first output shaft 2 1 via the second input shaft 12 and

the second- gear gear pair, the other part of power generated by the engine 4 is transmitted to the

first motor generator 5 1 via the second input shaft 12, the middle idler 73, the first motor gear 3 1

and the motor power shaft 3, such that the first motor generator 5 1 is driven to generate electric

power.

[00221] First third-gear driving-charging condition

[00222] In the third- gear driving-charging condition, the power transmission system 100

operates substantially the same as that in the first-gear driving-charging condition, with the

exception that the first-third gear synchronizer 13c is engaged with the third-gear shift driven gear

3b.

[00223] First fourth-gear driving-charging condition

[00224] In the fourth- gear driving-charging condition, the power transmission system 100

operates substantially the same as that in the second- gear driving -charging condition, with the

exception that the second-fourth gear synchronizer 24c is engaged with the fourth- gear shift driven

gear 4b.

[00225] First fifth-gear driving-charging condition

[00226] In the first driving- charging condition, the fifth gear synchronizer 5c is engaged with



the fifth shift driven gear 5b, the input terminal 23d of the dual clutch 2d is engaged with the first

output terminal 21d but disengaged from the second output terminal 22d, and the motor

synchronizer 33c is engaged with the second motor gear 32. Power output by the engine 4 is

transmitted to the second output shaft 22 via the first input shaft 11 and the fifth gear pair, and a

part of power from the second output shaft 22 is transmitted to the first motor generator 5 1 via the

transmission gear 6, the second motor gear 32 and the motor power shaft 3, such that the first

motor generator 5 1 is driven to generate electric power.

[00227] Second first-gear driving-charging condition

[00228] In the first- gear driving- charging condition, one of the two gear parts of the dual

clutch 2d is engaged when performing power transmission, for example, the input terminal 23d is

engaged with the first output terminal 21d or engaged with the second output terminal 22d. In the

second first- gear driving -charging condition, the input terminal 23d is engaged with both the first

output terminal 21d and the second output terminal 22d, thus achieving a new driving-charging

condition.

[00229] In the second first- gear driving-charging condition, the input terminal 23d of the dual

clutch 2d is engaged with the first output terminal 21d and with the second output terminal 22d

simultaneously. Apart of power output by the engine 4 is transmitted to the first output shaft 2 1 via

the first input shaft 11 and the first-gear gear pair, and the other part of power output by the engine

4 is transmitted to the first motor generator 5 1 via the second input shaft 12, the middle idler 73,

the first motor gear 31 and the motor power shaft 3, such that the first motor generator 51 is driven

to generate electric power.

[00230] Second third-gear driving-charging condition

[00231] In the second third- gear driving-charging condition, the power transmission system

100 operates substantially the same as that in the second first-gear driving- charging condition,

with the exception that the first-third synchronizer 13c is engaged with the third-gear shift driven

gear 3b.

[00232] Second fifth-gear driving-charging condition

[00233] In the second fifth- gear driving-charging condition, the power transmission system

100 operates substantially the same as that in the second first-gear driving- charging condition,

with the exception that the fifth synchronizer 5c is engaged with the fifth- gear shift driven gear 5b

and power is output from the second output shaft 22.



[00234] In the present disclosure, a person skilled in the art may flexibly select any of the

above hybrid conditions and power transmission passages thereof according to practical

requirements. With these hybrid conditions, more driving fun may be provided to the users. In

addition, the vehicle may be used in different road conditions, thus enhancing both the power and

the fuel economy of the vehicle.

[00235] In the driving- charging conditions, a part of power from the engine 4 may be

transmitted via a passage consisting of the second input shaft 12, the middle idler 73, the first

motor gear 3 1 and the motor power shaft 3, and therefore the object of charging with an optimal

fixed speed ratio may be achieved, and both the charging efficiency and the fuel economy of the

engine are improved.

[00236] In the above driving-charging conditions, the first motor generator 5 1 functions as a

generator and can rotate along a predetermined rotating direction, such as the clockwise direction.

[00237] Mechanical reverse condition

[00238] In the reverse condition, the reverse synchronizer 74c synchronizes reverse idler gear

72 and the middle idler 73, the input terminal 23d of the dual clutch 2d is engaged with the second

output terminal 22d but disengaged from the first output terminal 21d. First power generated by

the engine 4 may be transmitted via the first input shaft 12, the middle idler 73 and reverse idler

gear 72, and then output by the reverse gear 7 1.

[00239] Electric reverse condition

[00240] In the electric reverse mode, the motor synchronizer 33c synchronizes the motor

power shaft 3 and the first motor gear 31, and the reverse synchronizer 74c synchronizes reverse

idler gear 72 and the middle idler 73. Power output by the first motor generator 5 1 may be

transmitted via the motor power shaft 3, the first motor gear 31, the middle idler 73 and reverse

idler gear 72, and then output by the reverse gear 7 1.

[00241] Hybrid (electric-mechanic) reverse condition

[00242] In the hybrid electric reverse mode, the motor synchronizer 33c synchronizes the

motor power shaft 3 and the first motor gear 31, and the reverse synchronizer 74c synchronizes

reverse idler gear 72 and the middle idler 73. First Power output by the engine is transmitted to the

middle idler 73 via the second input shaft 12, and second power output by the first motor generator

5 1 is transmitted to the middle idler 73 via the motor power shaft 3 . The first power and the second

power are coupled at the middle idler 73 and transmitted to the reverse idler gear 72, and then



output by the reverse gear 7 1.

[00243] In comparison with a conventional transmission system in which a motor needs to be

rotate reversely in order to reverse the vehicle In the above reverse conditions, the first motor

generator 5 1 of the power transmission system 100 according to embodiments of the present

disclosure may always rotate along the original rotating direction (the predetermined rotating

direction such as the clockwise direction) without changing the rotating direction of the first motor

generator 51.

[00244] With the power transmission system 100 according to embodiments of the present

disclosure, the first motor generator 5 1 may rotate along the predetermined rotating direction in all

the above-mentioned conditions. In other words, the first motor generator 5 1 may always rotate

along the predetermined rotating direction when functioning as a motor or as a generator. Even

during the power transmission system 100 switching from one condition to the reverse condition,

the rotating direction of the first motor generator 5 1 needs not to be changed. Therefore, the first

motor generator 5 1 may always rotate along the predetermined rotating direction in all related

conditions, such that problems of shock and interruption due to direction change o f the motor may

be avoided, and the life of the power transmission system 100 may be prolonged.

[00245] Embodiment 2

[00246] As shown in Fig. 3, the power transmission system 100 in the present embodiment is

substantially the same as that in Embodiment 2, with the following exceptions. The reverse idler

gear 72 is fitted over the second output shaft 22, the middle idler 73 is fitted over the second

output shaft 22 and adjacent to the reverse idler gear 72, and the reverse synchronizer 74c is

disposed on the middle idler 73 and configured to engage with the reverse idler gear 72.

[00247] Embodiment 3

[00248] As shown in Fig. 4, the power transmission system 100 in the present embodiment is

substantially the same as that in Embodiment 3, with the following exceptions. The middle idler 73

is a duplex gear and includes a first gear part 731 and a second gear part 732. The first gear part

731 is configured to mesh with the second-gear shift driving gear, ie. shift driving gear(s) on one

of the input shafts. The second gear part 732 is configured to mesh with the first motor gear 31.



[00249] Embodiments 4-7

[00250] As shown in Figs. 5-8, the power transmission systems 100 in these present

embodiments are substantially the same as those in Embodiment 2, with the exception that a

rear- wheel driving mechanism, a third motor generator 201, a fourth motor generator 301 and an

antiskid synchronizer 503 are added respectively

[00251] Embodiments 8-11

[00252] As shown in Figs. 9-12, the power transmission systems 100 in these present

embodiments are substantially the same as those in Embodiment 3, with the exception that a

rear- wheel driving mechanism, a third motor generator 201, a fourth motor generator 301 and an

antiskid synchronizer 503 are added respectively.

[00253] Embodiments of the present disclosure further provide a vehicle including the

above- identified power transmission system 100. Other configuration such as the driving system,

the turning system and the braking system may be well known to those skilled in the art, thus

details thereof are omitted herein.

[00254] Reference throughout this specification to "an embodiment," "some embodiments,"

"one embodiment", "another example," "an example," "a specific example," or "some examples,"

means that a particular feature, structure, material, or characteristic described in connection with

the embodiment or example is included in at least one embodiment or example of the present

disclosure. Thus, the appearances of the phrases such as "in some embodiments," "in one

embodiment", "in an embodiment", "in another example," "in an example," "in a specific

example," or "in some examples," in various places throughout this specification are not

necessarily referring to the same embodiment or example of the present disclosure. Furthermore,

the particular features, structures, materials, or characteristics may be combined in any suitable

manner in one or more embodiments or examples.

[00255] Although explanatory embodiments have been shown and described, it would be

appreciated by those skilled in the art that the above embodiments cannot be construed to limit the

present disclosure, and changes, alternatives, and modifications can be made in the embodiments

without departing from spirit, principles and scope of the present disclosure.



What is claimed is:

1. A power transmission system for a vehicle, comprising:

an engine;

a plurality of input shafts, wherein at least one of the input shafts is configured to

selectively engage with the engine, each of the input shafts being provided with a shift

driving gear thereon;

a plurality of output shafts, wherein each of the output shafts is provided with a shift driven

gear configured to mesh with a corresponding shift driving gear;

a transmission gear provided on one of the output shafts;

a motor power shaft;

a first motor gear and a second motor gear both fitted over the motor power shaft;

a motor synchronizer disposed on the motor power shaft and between the first and second

motor gears;

a reverse gear fitted over the motor power shaft;

a middle idler configured to mesh with the shift driving gear provided on one o f the input

shafts;

a reverse idler gear configured to mesh with the reverse gear and to selectively rotate

together with the middle idler, wherein the first motor gear is configured to mesh with

the middle idler, and the second motor gear is configured to mesh with the transmission

gear; and

a first motor generator configured to operate together with the motor power shaft.

2 . The power transmission system according to claim 1, further comprising a reverse

synchronizer configured to synchronize the middle idler and the reverse idler gear.

3 . The power transmission system according to claim 1, wherein the reverse idler gear comprises

a gear sleeve, and the middle idler is fitted over the gear sleeve.

4 . The power transmission system according to claim 3, wherein the reverse synchronizer is

disposed on the gear sleeve and configured to engage with the middle idler, and/or the reverse



synchronizer is disposed on the middle idler and configured to engage with the gear sleeve or

with the reverse idler gear.

5 . The power transmission system according to claim 1, wherein the plurality of input shafts

comprises a first input shaft and a second input shaft coaxially fitted over the first input shaft;

wherein the plurality of output shafts comprises a first output shaft and a second output shaft

parallel to respectively the first and second input shafts; wherein the power transmission

system further comprises a dual clutch comprising: an input terminal connected with the

engine, a first output terminal coupled with the first input shaft, and a second output shaft

coupled with the second input shaft.

6 . The power transmission system according to claim 5, wherein the plurality of shift driving

gears comprise a first-gear driving gear disposed on the first input shaft, a second-gear driving

gear disposed on the second input shaft, a third- gear driving gear disposed on the first input

shaft, a fourth-gear driving gear disposed on the second input shaft, and a fifth- gear driving

gear disposed on the first input shaft; wherein the plurality o f shift driven gears comprise

first- gear to fourth- gear driven gears disposed on the first output shaft, and a fifth- gear driven

gear disposed on the second output shaft; and wherein the power transmission system further

comprise a first- third gear synchronizer disposed between the first- gear driven gear and the

third- gear driven gear, a second- fourth synchronizer disposed between the second- gear driven

gear and the fourth- gear driven gear, and a fifth gear synchronizer disposed at a side of the

fifth-gear driven gear.

7 . The power transmission system according to claim 6, wherein the reverse idler gear is fitted

over the second output shaft, wherein the middle idler is configured to mesh with the

second- gear driving gear, and wherein the transmission gear is fixed on the second output

shaft.

8. The power transmission system according to claim 6 or 7, wherein the reverse synchronizer

and the fifth gear synchronizer share a shift fork mechanism



9 . The power transmission system according to any one of claims 1-8, wherein the reverse gear is

a duplex gear comprising a first part configured to mesh with the reverse idler gear and a

second part configured to mesh with a driven gear of a main reducer of the vehicle.

10. The power transmission system according to claim 9, further comprising a first output gear

fixed on the first output shaft and a second output gear fixed on the second output shaft,

wherein the first and second output gears are both configured to mesh with the driven gear of

the main reducer.

11. The power transmission system according to claim 5, wherein the engine is configured to

engage the input terminal of the dual clutch with the first output terminal and the second output

terminal of the dual clutch simultaneously to transmit a first part of power to one or more

wheels of the vehicle via one of the output shafts, and to transmit a second part of power to the

first motor generator via the motor power shaft to cause the first motor generator to generate

electric power.

12. The power transmission system according to any one of claims 1-11, wherein the engine is

configured to transmit power to one of the input shafts, and to transmit the power to the first

motor generator; wherein the motor synchronizer disposed on the motor power shaft is

configured to synchronize with the first motor gear to cause the first motor generator to

generate electric power, when the vehicle is in a parking state.

13. The power transmission system according to claim 5, wherein the vehicle includes a

mechanical reverse mode, an electric reverse mode and a hybrid reverse mode, wherein:

when the vehicle is in the mechanical reverse mode, the engine is configured to generate a

first power, to transmit the first power to one of the input shafts, and to transmit the

first power to the reverse gear via synchronization of the reverse synchronizer;

when the vehicle is in an electric reverse mode, the first motor generator is configured to

generate a second power and to transmit the second power to the reverse gear via

synchronization of the reverse synchronizer and via synchronizing the first motor gear

by the motor synchronizer disposed on the motor power shaft; and



when the vehicle is in a hybrid reverse mode, the engine is configured to generate a first

power, to transmit the first power to one of the input shafts, and to transmit the first

power to the reverse gear via synchronization of the reverse synchronizer, and the first

motor generator is configured to generate a second power and to transmit the second

power the reverse gear via synchronization of the reverse synchronizer and via

synchronizing the first motor gear b y the motor synchronizer disposed on the motor

power shaft.

14. The power transmission system according to claim 7, wherein the vehicle has a mechanical

reverse mode, an electric reverse mode and a hybrid reverse mode, wherein

when the vehicle is in the mechanical reverse mode, the engine is configured to generate a

first power, to transmit the first power to one of the input shafts, and to transmit the

first power to the reverse gear via synchronization of the reverse synchronizer;

when the vehicle is in an electric reverse mode, the first motor generator is configured to

generate a second power and to output the second power from the second output shaft

via synchronizing the second motor gear by the motor synchronizer disposed on the

motor power shaft; and

when the vehicle is in a hybrid reverse mode, the engine is configured to generate a first

power, to transmit the first power to one of the input shafts, and to transmit the first

power to the reverse gear via synchronization of the reverse synchronizer, and the first

motor generator is configured to generate a second power and to output the second

power from the second output shaft via synchronizing the second motor gear by the

motor synchronizer disposed on the motor power shaft.

15. The power transmission system according to claim 1, wherein the first motor generator is

configured to rotate along a predetermined direction when operating as a motor or a generator.

16. The power transmission system according to claim 1, wherein when the motor synchronizer

disposed on the motor power shaft switches from engaging with one of the first and second

motor gears to engaging with the other of the first and second motor gears, the first motor

generator is configured to adjust a rotating speed of the motor power shaft with a rotating



speed of the other of the first and second motor gears as a target speed.

17. The power transmission system according to claim 4, further comprising a second motor

generator, wherein the second motor generator is configured to perform power transmission with a

driven gear of a main reducer of the vehicle, or is connected with the first output shaft, or is

connected with the first input shaft, or the driven gear of the main reducer is disposed on a

differential of the vehicle with two second motor generators being provided and disposed on two

sides of the differential respectively.

18. The power transmission system according to any one of claims 1- 17, wherein the engine and/or

the first motor generator is configured to drive a first pair of wheels of the vehicle, and the

power transmission system further comprises:

a third motor generator configured to rotate together with one of a second pair of wheels of

the vehicle;

a fourth motor generator configured to rotate together with the other one of the second pair

of wheels of the vehicle, wherein the first pair of wheels are one pair of a pair of front

wheels and a pair of rear wheels of the vehicle, and the second pair of wheels are the

other pair of the pair of front wheels and the pair of rear wheels; and

an antiskid synchronizer configured to selectively synchronize the second pair of wheels.

19. The power transmission system according to claim 18, further comprising

a first gear disposed on a first power output shaft corresponding to the third motor

generator;

a second gear disposed on a first drive shaft connected with a wheel corresponding to the

third motor generator;

a third gear configured to mesh with the first gear;

a fourth gear coaxially arranged with the third gear and configured to mesh with the second

gear and to rotate together with the third gear;

a fifth gear disposed on a second power output shaft corresponding to the fourth motor

generator;

a sixth gear disposed on a second drive shaft connected with a wheel corresponding to the



fifth motor generator;

a seventh gear configured to mesh with the fifth gear; and

an eighth gear coaxially arranged with the seventh gear and configured to mesh with the

sixth gear and to rotate together with the eighth gear;

wherein the antiskid synchronizer is disposed on the first drive shaft and configured to

selectively engage with the sixth gear; or the antiskid synchronizer is disposed on the

first power output shaft corresponding to the third motor generator and is configured to

selectively engage with the fifth gear; or the third gear and the fourth gear are fixed on

a first gear shaft, the seventh gear and the eighth gear are fixed on a second gear shaft,

and the antiskid synchronizer is disposed on the first gear shaft and configured to

selectively engage with the seventh gear.

20. The power transmission system according to claim 19, wherein the first power output shaft is

coaxially coupled with a wheel corresponding to the first output shaft, the second power output

shaft is coaxially connected with a wheel corresponding to the second output shaft, the antiskid

synchronizer is disposed on the first power output shaft and configured to engage with the

second power output shaft.

21. A power transmission system for a vehicle, comprising

a dual clutch comprising an input terminal, a first output terminal and a second output

terminal;

an engine coupled with the input terminal of the dual clutch;

a first input shaft coupled with the first output terminal of the dual clutch;

a second input shaft fitted over the first input shaft and coupled with the second output

terminal of the dual clutch, wherein each of the first and second input shafts is provided

with a shift driving gear;

a first output shaft and a second output shaft, wherein each o f the first and second output

shafts is provided with a shift driven gear configured to mesh with a corresponding

shift driving gear;

a first output gear fixed on the first output shaft;

a second output gear fixed on the second output shaft;



a motor power shaft;

first and second motor gears fitted over the motor power shaft;

a reverse gear fitted over the motor power shaft;

a motor synchronizer disposed on the motor power shaft and between the first and second

motor gears, wherein the first motor gear is configured to perform power transmission

with the shift driving gear on one of the first and second input shafts via a middle idler,

the second motor gear is configured to perform power transmission with a transmission

gear fixed on one of the first and second output shafts, and the reverse gear, the first

motor gear and the second motor gear mesh with a driven gear of a main reducer of the

vehicle;

a reverse idler gear configured to mesh with the reverse gear;

a reverse synchronizer configured to engage the reverse idler gear and the middle idler; and

a first motor generator connected with the motor power shaft.

22. The power transmission system for a vehicle according to claim 21, further comprising

a first-gear driving gear disposed on the first input shaft;

a second- gear driving gear disposed on the second input shaft;

a third-gear driving gear disposed on the first input shaft;

a fourth-gear driving gear disposed on the second input shaft

a fifth-gear driving gear disposed on the first input shaft;

first-gear to fourth-gear driven gears disposed on the first output shaft; and

a fifth-gear driven gear disposed on the second output shaft;

wherein the first motor gear is configured to perform power transmission with the

second- gear driving gear via the middle idler; wherein the transmission gear is fixed

on the second output shaft; wherein the reverse idler gear is fitted over the second

output shaft and comprises a gear sleeve; wherein the middle idler is fitted over the

gear sleeve, and wherein the reverse synchronizer is disposed on the gear sleeve and is

configured to engage with the middle idler.

23. The power transmission system according to claim 21, further comprising a second motor

generator; wherein the second motor generator is configured to perform power transmission



with the driven gear of the main reducer, or is connected with the first output shaft, or is

connected with the first input shaft; or the driven gear of the main reducer is disposed on a

differential of the vehicle with two second motor generators being provided and disposed on

two sides of the differential.

24. The power transmission system according to claim 21, wherein the driven gear of the main

reducer is disposed on a differential of the vehicle, the differential is disposed between a pair

of front wheels of the vehicle, and the power transmission system further comprises:

a third motor generator configured to rotate together with one of a pair of rear wheels of the

vehicle;

a fourth motor generator configured to rotate together with the other one of the pair of rear

wheels of the vehicle; and

an antiskid synchronizer configured to selectively synchronize the pair of rear wheels of

the vehicle.

25. A vehicle comprising a power transmission system for a vehicle according to any one of claims

1-24.
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